Path Coloring
Input: A graph G and a multi-set of paths on that graph Constraint: Assign colors from {1, . . . , W } to the paths so that paths that share an edge receive different colors. Objective: min W q Graph could be undirected or bi-directed q Instead of paths we could be given endpoints (Routing and Path Coloring) Path Coloring Definition Selecting a vertex will disqualify . . . Selecting a vertex will disqualify its neighbors . . . q Our basic gadget is a path on n vertices, to be attached to a "backbone" through an edge of capacity 2. q We put n copies of the gadget on the backbone, one for each vertex. q If we can go from n 2 to n 2 + k satisfied demands then original graph has DNP of size k.
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q ∆ = 3 and W = 2k. q What makes Max PC harder than PC?
3 Intuitively, we first have to decide which requests to drop, then color the rest. The first part appears to be harder. 
